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Abstract
Targeting the right group of workers for crowdsourcing often achieves better quality results. One unique example of targeted crowdsourcing is seeking community-situated workers whose familiarity with the background and the norms of a particular group can help produce better outcome or accuracy. These community-situated crowd workers can be recruited in different ways from generic online crowdsourcing platforms or from online recovery communities. We evaluate three different approaches to recruit generic and community-situated crowd in terms of the time and the cost of recruitment, and the accuracy of task completion. We consider the context of Alcoholics Anonymous (AA), the largest peer support group for recovering alcoholics, and the task of identifying and validating AA meeting information. We discuss the benefits and trade-offs of recruiting paid vs. unpaid community-situated workers and provide implications for future research in the recovery context and relevant domains of HCI, and for the design of crowdsourcing ICT systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In recent years crowdsourcing systems have been widely used in both industry and academia for collecting human-labeled data. Generic crowdsourcing platforms like Amazon Mechanical Turk attract a large number of workers. However, since enrollment on such platforms does not require any particular skill set from the workers, ensuring the quality of the crowdsourced data is often a challenge. Attracting workers who are likely to have the skills needed for the target task may be useful to overcome this problem. Previous research has shown effectiveness of crowdsourcing with the “right workers” (e.g., who are present at a particular location or time, or have familiarity with or expertise in performing particular tasks) [5, 17, 42, 86]. Building and expanding on this idea, we aim to understand if the unique perspectives and contextual knowledge from members of a community relevant to the target task can help achieve better quality results in crowdsourcing.

Potential community members can be recruited from different online platforms or communities, with or without payment. Unpaid crowdsourcing leads to a potentially unpredictable workforce and indeterminable task completion time due to the lack of financial incentive [8]. Paid tasks, on the other hand, can attract crowd workers who may falsely report their skill, confidence, or expertise required to complete the tasks [13, 87]. In other words, there are performance trade-offs in crowdsourcing in terms of task completion time, cost, and accuracy, while applying different techniques to recruit generic vs. community members from the same paid platform, and community-situated crowd through paid vs. unpaid platforms. We contribute an empirical understanding of these trade-offs that bear significance in a variety of contexts where applying specific recruitment techniques or targeting specific platforms to access potential community crowd workers can provide better accuracy for completing tasks. For instance, members from an online community of autism caregivers can provide more concise and useful information and advice to people with autism to cope with everyday challenges, due to having more experience than the non-members. Similarly, citizen science projects can benefit from crowdsourcing data validation from online platforms consisting of people who have domain expertise. In this paper, we analyze these performance trade-offs by answering the following research questions:

- **RQ1:** How do self-reported community-situated crowd workers perform compared to generic crowd workers in terms of task completion time, accuracy, and cost?
- **RQ2:** What are the benefits and trade-offs of recruiting potential community-situated crowd workers with or without payment and screening techniques?
We analyze these trade-offs in the context of data validation tasks to create a peer-support meeting list for Alcoholics Anonymous (AA). AA has over 1.5 million members and hosts over 100 thousand weekly groups worldwide [22]. While attending meetings is particularly important for people who are newly sober, newcomers often have trouble finding reliable information about meeting locations and times due to a lack of a global up-to-date meeting list, a problem that arises due to a preference for regional autonomy in AA’s organizational structure [72, 83]. Previously, researchers attempted to make the meeting information available and up-to-date in a “global meeting list” through detection of regional AA websites containing meetings and the extraction of day, time, and address of meetings from those sites. They adopted a human-aided information retrieval approach for this purpose where automated machine learning and pattern detection approaches extracted information about possible meetings listed on different AA websites. Then, these extracted results were validated through paid human workers [73]. We refer to this crowdsourcing technique, where a wide variety of “crowds” (without a particular set of assumed skills) can be recruited online or offline to complete tasks, as “generic crowdsourcing.” However, a major source of error in this technique came from the workers providing poor quality answers and failing to identify webpages with meetings listed on them and content that provided information about other AA events rather than actual AA meetings.

Members of AA, who attend the meetings, may have a unique perspective on particular norms and traditions rooted in the program. In addition, they are familiar with the organization and content of the AA websites. However, approximately 1.3 million US residents (0.41% of the US population) are AA members, and a random pool of workers from an online platform may contain very few community members. The poor performance of the generic crowd workers may be attributed to the lack of contextual knowledge. We aim to understand if the unique perspectives and contextual knowledge of the AA members and their intrinsic motivation to help their peers can achieve better quality results to crowdsource accurate meeting information. We define “the technique of seeking potential workers whose membership in particular communities of practice provides them with a unique perspective on relevant background and norms of that community” as “community-situated crowdsourcing”.

To compare generic and community-situated crowdsourcing, we recruit workers with three different techniques: 1) crowd workers from a paid online crowdsourcing platform (Amazon Mechanical Turk) without any particular screening techniques (paid unfiltered generic), 2) crowd workers from the same paid platform who self-report as 12-step fellowship members and are able to answer a few basic screening questions (paid filtered self-reported community-situated), and 3) members from an online community for recovery from substance abuse (unpaid filtered special community members), and evaluate these techniques of filtering crowdworkers in terms of time, accuracy and cost. We found that community-situated workers recruited from an online community can achieve better accuracy, though it may take substantially longer to recruit community-situated crowd workers from such a community, particularly if they are recruited as unpaid volunteers. Additionally, we found evidence in our data showing that the community-situated workers’ expertise and familiarity with the context may have helped them achieve better accuracy.

HCI research often seeks out crowd workers with relevant experiences to address empirical questions (e.g., [17, 34]) or to create novel crowd-based systems (e.g., [38, 46]). Using the specific context of crowd workers in 12-step recovery, we empirically compare the effectiveness and costs of three different approaches for situated crowd work, providing concrete recommendations for which approach may be most appropriate based on a particular task. Our work provides implications for effectively filtering and utilizing community-situated crowd workers that may be applicable in other HCI contexts and discusses these implications for research and design of crowd-based ICT systems.
2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Situated Crowdsourcing

While online crowdsourcing markets make it convenient to pay for workers willing to solve a range of different tasks, they suffer from limitations such as not attracting enough workers with desired background or skills [4, 21, 54]. For example, it can be a challenge to recruit workers for a task that requires workers who speak a specific language or who live in a certain city [10, 42]. Situated crowdsourcing can help fill in the gaps in these scenarios where the crowd needs to be associated with some context. Situated crowdsourcing consists of embedding input mechanisms (e.g., public displays, tablets) into a physical space and leveraging users’ serendipitous availability [30] or idle time (“cognitive surplus”) [77]. It allows for a geo-fenced and more contextually controlled crowdsourcing environment, thus enabling targeting certain individuals, leveraging people’s local knowledge or cognitive states, or simply reaching an untapped source of potential workers [27, 28, 29, 34]. Researchers have discussed benefits of targeting geographically or temporally situated crowds over generic crowds in scenarios like providing emergency services in disasters [56], geotagging photos [42], etc. An experiment by Ipeirotis et al. automatically identified “situated crowds” with desired competence to complete a task and demonstrated that the cost of hiring workers through their platform is less than that of hiring workers through paid crowdsourcing platforms [38]. However, these previous works do not focus on situated crowdsourcing in terms of the competence of the workers for the target task resulting from being members of a particular community, nor do they consider recruiting the targeted workers from different platforms. We extend the idea of situated crowdsourcing to capture the idea of selecting the “right crowd” better suited for a task (e.g., with a particular skill or quality) due to their familiarity with the context, increased reliability, and better quality results [15, 54].

Most prior work focuses on temporally-situated or locally-situated participants, who are at a time or place to best be able to do the task. Building on these ideas, we refer to the process of recruiting potential crowd-workers who are members of particular communities who may be motivated to produce better results without monetary incentives as “community-situated” crowdsourcing. Some examples include detecting and reporting predatory publishers through crowdsourcing from the community of authors and researchers [2], or getting feedback for course projects on a particular course from a community of freelance experts on that topic [86]. In the context of this paper, members of 12-step communities like AA are familiar with the format of recovery meetings and governing structure meetings. A major source of error in previous work with crowdsourcing AA meeting validation [73] came from workers being unable to distinguish area or district meetings from open weekly AA meetings. However, we can assume that actual members of this community would not make the same mistakes, thus being the “right crowd” with the required skill (familiarity with the context) for the tasks of 12-step meeting identification and validation.

The primary contribution of our work is empirically comparing two alternative approaches for community-situated crowdsourcing. The secondary contribution is quantitatively establishing the benefits of community-situated crowdsourcing.

2.2 Community-Situated Crowdsourcing: Generic Platforms versus Targeted Online Communities

There are multiple reasonable approaches for recruiting a community-situated crowd. When using a generic platform like Amazon Mechanical Turk, membership in a particular community can be self-reported, which can serve as a qualification for receiving the task, although this process does not ensure that all the recruited participants are community members. Alternatively, one may be able to solicit members of a desired group directly through online spaces dedicated to those communities (e.g., Facebook recovery groups, InTheRooms.com).
Prior work has incorporated elements of both approaches, but without systematically separating and comparing the two. For example, friendsourcing leverages one's social network to gather information that might be unavailable or less trustworthy if obtained from other sources [6, 7, 58, 75]. Researchers have attempted to build systems that, for example, use friendsourcing for social tagging of images and videos [7], to seek out personalized recommendations, opinions, or factual information [7, 62], to help blind communities get answers to questions about the world around them captured by cameras [12], or to provide cognitive aids to people with dementia [58]. Friendsourcing removes the financial cost of the service and improves the quality and trustworthiness of the answers received [31, 63]. Several studies applying friendsourcing in health contexts suggest that friendsourcing can encourage engagement and provide more emotional and informational support compared to generic crowdsourcing [6]. This is a specific example of leveraging a known community and soliciting members through existing or novel online channels to complete desired tasks.

As another example, altruistic crowdsourcing refers to cases where unpaid tasks are carried out by a large number of volunteer contributors [10]. This form of crowdsourcing often utilizes members of the same community to complete collective tasks or getting better quality and more trustworthy information [10, 27]. However, some situations require altruistic contribution from out-group crowd workers, for example, in providing directions to people with visual impairments [11], or in generating valuable daily life advice for people with autism [33]. Altruistic crowdsourcing may leverage existing social networks or may serve as a filter when seeing contributions from the larger community (in the sense that those willing to complete unpaid tasks in a particular context are likely to have a personal connection or interests in that context). Both friendsourcing and altruistic crowdsourcing approaches rely heavily on social motivators such as social reciprocity, the practice of returning positive or negative actions in kind, reinforcing social bonds, the opportunity of showing off expertise, etc. [7, 12, 15].

Systems that utilize members of the same community or known channels as the crowd often leverage their intrinsic interest in a particular domain and their sense of belonging to the community [46, 76]. This form of crowdsourcing has proven to receive better quality feedback for class projects from classroom peers [16, 80]. Moreover, researchers have discussed the efficacy of crowdsourcing peer-based altruistic support in critical contexts, such as to reduce depression and to promote engagement [64], for generating behavior change plans [1, 17], to exchange health information [71], etc. Although friendsourced answers often contain personal or contextual information that improves their quality, in some cases people do not consider social network as an appropriate venue for asking questions due to high perceived social costs, limiting the potential benefit of friendsourcing [6, 12, 75].

This body of work provides compelling examples of benefits of community-situated crowdsourcing but is largely opportunistic about how such a situated crowd is recruited. Obviously, friendsourcing could not be reasonably accomplished through filtering workers on generic platforms. However, in most other cases, both qualifying members on existing platforms and targeting specific online communities may be reasonable approaches and may have different costs and benefits. Our primary contribution is providing an empirical comparison of accuracies, costs, and time trade-off in these two approaches to community-situated crowdsourcing, by comparing tasks completed by workers on MTurk who self-identify as members of 12-step programs and those done by members of the targeted online recovery community InTheRooms. Based on our findings, we provide recommendations for community-situated crowdsourcing in other contexts.

2.3 Comparison of Different Types of Workers
Both CHI and CSCW communities have studied the comparison among different types of crowdsourcing based on magnitudes of financial incentives [40, 57, 84], worker motivations [41, 69], and worker expertise [17, 70, 82].
Many initial crowdsourcing studies focused on finding out how the magnitude of financial incentives affects the work produced. While some of the studies suggested that worker quantity may increase with higher incentives for the same task but the quality of the results do not improve [55, 57, 59], others pointed out that the amount of monetary incentives can produce better quality work if it is performance-contingent (e.g., rewards or penalties) [84]. On the other hand, unpaid crowd workers provide a workforce without labor cost and can work as an economical alternative for individuals and organizations who are concerned about a budget [8, 9]. Researchers pointed out that volunteers often provide as reliable and high quality answers as paid workers, though the turnaround time may be higher for unpaid workers and they are more likely to not complete the tasks when compared to their paid counterparts [8, 45, 57, 68], making the use of crowdsourcing through volunteers questionable for time-sensitive tasks.

Since non-expert crowd workers are often more cost-effective than expert ones, another body of research studied the performances of crowdsourcing by experts and non-experts. They suggested that non-expert work quality may be comparable to the experts [44, 60] in many contexts, including tasks as difficult as identifying a particular type of bio signal (sleep-spindle) from raw data [79]. Moreover, research on leveraging these types of workers in citizen science and web security suggested that their complementary roles and different potentials in different tasks should be better capitalized by community-based systems across different domains [14, 32, 82].

While some of these research works discuss the benefits of recruiting expert and reliable volunteers from specific communities, they do not explicitly compare performances of these participants recruited with different approaches or from different platforms. In peer-support communities for critical health conditions, there may be urgency regarding time and accuracy of the produced results for crowdsourcing tasks [33, 81]. We explicitly compare community-situated paid and unpaid crowdsourcing in the high-impact context of recovery and discuss trade-offs that can be applied to other similar contexts.

3 METHODS
We conducted an experiment to understand the trade-offs of generic vs. community-situated crowdsourcing. For generic crowdsourcing, we recruited workers from Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) and for community-situated crowdsourcing we solicited potential community members from both a filtered subset of MTurk workers and an online community for people in recovery.

3.1 AA Meeting Dataset
The steps of developing a comprehensive AA meeting list include identifying different regional webpages on different domains that contain one or multiple AA meetings and locating all the meetings and their corresponding information (e.g., day, time, and address) on those meeting pages. To create such a list, researchers previously paired information retrieval with human computation [73] and collected a) ground truth data labels for 964 webpages, each with a label of 1 or 0 indicating whether it contains a list of meetings or not, and b) location of 1892 meetings from a subset of the meeting pages. This subset was selected from 18 regional websites from three different states in the USA. We got access to this data from prior work and saved it in a MySQL database on a secure server.

3.2 Participants
We recruited three types of participants: 1) crowd workers from MTurk without any particular screening techniques (generic MTurk), 2) crowd workers from MTurk who self-report as 12-step fellowship members and are able to answer our screening questions (community-situated MTurk), and 3) volunteers from an online community for recovery from substance abuse (community-situated InTheRooms). Since we already had data for the first population (generic MTurk) from our previous study and we wanted to minimize the cost of recruiting workers, we performed a power analysis. We found that for our statistical comparisons the desired
sample sizes (the minimum number of participants) for the other two populations (community-situated MTurk and community-situated InTheRooms) should be 400 to achieve a power of 0.8 at the 95% confidence level.

3.2.1 Generic Crowd Workers from MTurk.
Amazon Mechanical Turk or MTurk\(^1\) is a popular online crowdsourcing marketplace where “requesters” can hire remotely located “crowd workers” (MTurkers) to perform discrete on-demand tasks known as Human Intelligence Tasks (HITs). The “generic crowd” sample in our previous work consisted of a total of 1060 individuals recruited from MTurk [73]. A HIT with the background and description of the study was created with a link of the website to view and agree to an online informed consent and to complete the tasks. After they completed all three tasks, they were provided with a unique survey code which they had to copy and paste on the MTurk platform so their responses could be tracked and associated with corresponding worker IDs to approve or disapprove their HITs. Participants were recruited during the month of May 2018.

3.2.2 Filtered Community-situated Crowd Workers from MTurk.
For recruiting and filtering MTurk workers who are practicing their recovery through one or more 12-step fellowships, we designed a screening survey and explicitly mentioned that only members of 12-step programs should attempt the questions. The screening survey consisted of three basic questions about recovery practices in 12-step fellowships (see below). 660 workers attempted the survey, and 480 of them answered all three questions correctly. We accepted all the HITs for the screening survey, but only these 480 workers were marked as “qualified” workers. The actual HIT with the link to the tasks (described in Section 3.3) was made visible only to the qualified workers. Participants were recruited during the month of December 2019.

**Screening Survey Questions:** The screening survey included the following three questions about recovery in 12-step fellowships (Fig 2 in supplementary document):

- What is your primary 12-step fellowship?
- How many meetings do you attend weekly?
- Fill in the blank: The 12th tradition says, “__________ is the spiritual foundation of all our Traditions, ever reminding us to place principles before personalities.”

**Ensuring Quality of the Workers:** Previous work has pointed out that paid crowd workers recruited from online platforms often produce low quality results [25] to maximize their earnings by completing tasks quickly. In order to assure high quality recruitment of participants, we used several strategies. First, the recruitment was limited to MTurkers whose average HIT acceptance rate was 90% or higher. We embedded a custom script on the HIT page that limits the number of times that a single worker may work on this study. MTurkers could take part in this survey only once, reducing the effect of noise in the results from worker experience over repeated tasks. Lastly, all the response patterns were reviewed on a daily basis. If a respondent completed our survey too quickly (i.e., speeders who took less than five minutes in total starting from reading the consent form to finishing the last task) without carefully reading the question items, the responses from that respondent were excluded from the analysis. Also, if a respondent rushed through the tasks by clicking on the same response to multiple questions (i.e., straight-liners for all ten different answers for a particular task), those cases were also filtered out from data analysis. Such data cleaning procedures resulted in an unequal number of participants for three different tasks. For community-situated MTurkers, the sample sizes for page validation, meeting validation, and meeting identification were 423, 406, and 435 respectively.

It is an important point to note again that the term “community-situated crowdsourcing” is a shorthand for the process of seeking workers who are members of particular groups or communities related to the context of the research questions. All the community-situated workers in our study have self-reported themselves to be
members of 12-step fellowships. We cannot, however, make a certain claim about all of them actually being in recovery. We kept the screening survey questions simple so it does not take too long to recruit the target number of “self-reported filtered community-situated crowd workers” from MTurk.

3.2.3 Community-situated Crowd Workers from ITR.
InTheRooms.com (ITR)\(^2\) is the largest online community for recovering addicts, and their friends and families, hosting over 500 thousand members. It hosts over 100 weekly online video-meetings and provides social features for members to connect with and provide support to each other (e.g., profiles, wall posts, and comments).

We worked with the ITR website founders and owners to reach out directly to ITR members to participate in the study. A link to the survey was distributed as a paid banner advertisement on the ITR homepage for two months (October 2019-November 2019), as well as advertised in their weekly ITR newsletter with a message from the researchers explaining the purpose of the study (Fig. 1 of supplementary document). Similar to the workers from MTurk, all ITR members who responded to the advertisement viewed and agreed to an online informed consent.

Again, the community-situated crowd workers from ITR were recruited based on the assumption that the online community members are in fact 12-step fellowship members, which may not be true for all members of ITR, since online communities may have spammers or non-members \([24, 78]\). However, based on a few assumptions from our research experience with this community for past couple years, we think that unlike MTurk, ITR participants are more likely to be actual 12-step fellows, and hence we did not ask the filtering questions to the ITR members. First, ITR is primarily an online peer support network for 12-step fellowship members and their friends and families. A spammer in this community does not have much to gain from frequent interactions with others. Second, even if we assume that there is a considerable number of non-12 step fellowship members in the community, the probability of them responding to a study without any monetary reward should be very low. Finally, since we were not providing any reward to the ITR members for participating in the survey, providing additional questions for screening might have reduced the turnover of the responses, increasing the time and the cost of recruitment. According to \([18]\), we ideally reached approximately 10,000-25,000 MTurk workers. We accepted 440 responses for the screening, which is about 1.8-4.4% of the estimated active Turkers. Hence, the estimated percentage of potential false reports is 1.4-3.9%. With a conservative calculation, it converts to a maximum of 18 participants who falsely self-reported to be AA members.

It is critical to protect the ITR members from exploitation. In the context of 12-step fellowships, members carry out service to their programs without any financial reward and payment for such services would be in violation of the program traditions. The eventual goal is to build a self-updating meeting list system that would provide value to people using it, and therefore engender people to volunteer small units of their time to keep it available for themselves and others. This is in line with how 12-step programs are currently structured.

3.2.4 Ethical Considerations.
Recovery from substance use is a personal and private undertaking for most people and we took steps to consider the ethical implications of our work and to protect the rights of the community-situated workers who are members of different 12-step programs. All research activities on this project were reviewed and approved by our university IRB as an investigation where potential benefits of the scientific work outweighed the risks to the participants. The approval covered two phases. First, all users who completed the tasks viewed and responded to an online informed consent form, but documentation of informed consent was waived in order to preserve participants’ anonymity. Second, we made sure that the screening survey and the tasks do not ask the participants for any personally identifiable information.
Figure 1: Interfaces of the three tasks (a) meeting page validation, (b) meeting validation, and (c) meeting identification.
3.3 Tasks
We created responsive web interfaces for three different tasks using the Python Flask framework. All workers were assigned to complete all three tasks, but we randomized the order of the tasks shown to them to reduce the learning effect on the results. From both MTurk and ITR platforms, they were redirected to the task website and were shown a consent form. Documentation of informed consent was waived in order to preserve participant anonymity. Prior to starting each task, there was a popup page with detailed instructions and examples (See supplementary document).

3.3.1 Meeting Page Validation.
The interface for page validation showed 10 webpages (selected randomly from the ground truth data set of pages) sequentially and asked the worker if it was a meeting page with “yes”, “no”, and “not sure” options. If workers selected “not sure,” they had to answer two or three additional questions to help us determine the label (Fig. 1a).

3.3.2 Meeting Information Validation.
The interface sequentially showed 10 meetings (selected randomly from the ground truth data set of meetings) highlighted in yellow on corresponding webpages and asked the worker if it was a meeting record, with “yes” and “no” options (Fig. 1b). If workers selected “no” for a meeting, they advanced to the next record. Otherwise, they were prompted to edit the automatically extracted details of the meeting if these did not match with the highlighted record.

3.3.3 Meeting Information Identification.
The interface sequentially showed 10 meeting pages (selected randomly from the ground truth data set of pages) with the retrieved meetings highlighted in yellow and asked the workers if they noticed any meeting as not highlighted, with “yes” and “no” options. If workers selected “no” for a page, they were advanced to the next page. Otherwise, they were asked to draw a rectangle around any one unhighlighted meeting (Fig. 1c).

Prior to recruitment, we conducted several pilot experiments: two on MTurk and two with undergraduate volunteers, to refine the interfaces of the tasks and task instructions and descriptions, to determine the appropriate pay per worker ($2.5), and to define a reasonable minimum time of task completion (five minutes).

3.4 Platform Cost
Our research questions are related to calculating and comparing the cost of task completion for different worker types, that is the total cost paid to the workers only for completing the tasks, since this fraction of the total cost would more likely influence the workers’ task completion time and accuracy. However, in the interest of keeping the discussion about cost of the task completion consistent, we separate the platform cost that was associated with the use of particular crowdsourcing platforms to recruit workers, from the actual worker cost that was the amount of money that went to the workers who completed all the tasks. We acknowledge that in reality the required number of participants might not have been obtained without the advertising that caused the platform cost for recruiting from ITR, and we discuss the total and average worker cost including all the expenses spent for the study (Section 4.1).

On MTurk, the price a requester has to pay for a HIT is comprised of two components: the amount to pay workers plus a fee to pay MTurk. The usual MTurk fee is 20% of the worker fee for any HIT. For each added worker qualification in this study (i.e., workers with greater than 90% HIT acceptance and workers with correct answers on the screening survey) an additional 5% of the worker fees was added to the platform cost.
3.4.1 MTurk cost for generic crowdsourcing.
For generic crowdsourcing on MTurk, the researchers paid a total platform cost of $543.75 (25% of the total worker cost described in the Results Section). This was a sum of the usual 20% of the worker cost and the 5% fee for an additional criterion of making the HIT visible only to workers having average HIT acceptance rate of 90% or higher.

3.4.2 MTurk cost for community-situated crowdsourcing.
For community-situated crowdsourcing on MTurk, the platform cost was a total of $274.95, including the MTurk fees of $4.95 for the screening survey and $270 for the actual HIT.

3.4.3 ITR cost for community-situated crowdsourcing.
We paid $6000 to the founders of InTheRooms to run the advertisement for two months. In addition to putting up the banner on their homepage and on the website’s weekly newsletters, the website founders guided us in improving the banner design and the task interfaces to attract more participants, and provided continuous support in recruiting participants through batch emailing community members about the research asking for their participation. For other domains, however, the platform cost would largely depend on the type of platform to recruit participants from and would vary based on the type of the tasks in question and the required community to perform them.

3.5 Measures
For comparing the performance of different types of crowdsourcing, the variables we calculated and the statistical tests we conducted are as follows:

- **Cost**: We calculated unit and total costs paid to the workers and to the platforms.
- **Time of recruitment**: We report the amount of time required to recruit the required number of valid participants from each platform.
- **Average accuracy and average task completion time**: For the three different groups of workers, generic crowd, community-situated crowd from MTurk, and community-situated crowd from ITR, we at first conducted Kruskal-Wallis tests for mean accuracy and mean completion time for page validation, meeting validation, and meeting identification tasks to find out if there was a difference between at least one group and the other groups of workers. Afterwards, we performed between-subjects Wilcoxon Rank-Sum Tests (as some of those distributions were not normal) for only the tasks that had p-values less than 0.05 from the Kruskal-Wallis tests to calculate the difference in mean accuracy and mean completion time for the three pairs: generic crowd and community-situated crowd from MTurk, generic crowd from MTurk and community-situated crowd from ITR, and community situated crowd from MTurk and ITR. To account for multiple comparisons, we adjusted the p-values using the Holm-Bonferroni method. Since the type of data to identify and validate was different in each task, we calculated the accuracy differently.

\[
\text{Acc}_{\text{pg.validation}} = \frac{\text{# of pages correctly answered with yes/no}}{\text{total # of pages validated}}
\]

\[
\text{Acc}_{\text{mtng.validation}} = \frac{\text{# of meetings correctly validated}}{\text{total # of meetings attempted}}
\]

\[
\text{Acc}_{\text{mtng.identification}} = \frac{\text{# of meetings correctly identified}}{\text{total # of meeting pages attempted}}
\]
• To compare the performances for specific portions of the tasks that require workers’ contextual knowledge, we conducted appropriate statistical analyses. For instance, to calculate the difference in average number of meetings validated with a “not sure” option, we conducted a Chi-Squared test, where the categories were represented as whether a particular page was classified with a “not sure” option or not by a particular type of crowd worker.

4 RESULTS

We analyzed the performance of generic crowdsourcing and community-situated crowdsourcing with workers from two different platforms and discuss the trade-offs in this section in terms of recruitment time and cost, task completion time, and accuracy of the workers. Additionally, we were interested in understanding if community-situated crowd workers performed better in detecting and validating particular types of information due to their familiarity with the context.

Table 1: Worker costs and total costs for generic and community-situated crowdsourcing. Worker cost is the portion of the total cost paid to only the workers for their task completion, and not to the platform.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Worker cost only (average cost per worker)</th>
<th>Total worker cost including platform cost (average cost per worker)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generic: MTurk</td>
<td>$2175 ($2.5)</td>
<td>$2718.75 ($3.125)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community-situated:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTurk</td>
<td>$1125 ($2.5) + $19.80 ($0.03) = $1099.80</td>
<td>$1431 ($3.18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community-situated:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITR</td>
<td>$0 ($0)</td>
<td>$6000 ($13.33)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1 Cost of the Workers

For the MTurk HIT to complete the tasks, $2.50 was paid to each worker. For generic crowdsourcing in the previous work, 870 HITs were accepted and we accepted 426 HITs from the community-situated crowd answers. Since the total number of participants in these two samples are different and there was an additional cost of $19.80 for the 660 accepted HITs of the screening survey in the MTurk community-situated crowdsourcing, there is a difference in the total worker cost between generic workers and community-situated MTurk workers. The total worker cost is $2175 ($2.50 per worker) and $1099.80 ($2.57 per worker) for generic MTurk and community-situated MTurk workers respectively. We did not pay any monetary rewards to the ITR workers. Therefore, considering the average cost per worker, community volunteers cost the least (zero), followed by generic crowdsourcing from MTurk, and community-situated crowdsourcing from MTurk respectively. Table 1 reports these worker costs.

Ideally, if the same number of paid generic and community-situated crowd workers are recruited to perform the same number of tasks, the cost would be about the same. In contrast to the paid community-situated MTurkers, the community-situated worker cost can potentially be very low or even zero, irrespective of the number of recruited workers, if we choose to recruit volunteers from online groups/communities relevant to the context in question. However, these calculations disregard the platform costs which can significantly increase the average cost per worker for community-situated workers in many studies similar to this one.

Table 2: p-values from the Kruskal-Wallis tests for the differences in task completion time and accuracy among the three tasks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Page validation</td>
<td>&lt;.001***</td>
<td>&lt;.001***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meeting validation</td>
<td>&lt;.001***</td>
<td>&lt;.01 ***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.1.1 Total Cost.
Even though in our study the platform cost ideally did not impact the workers’ task completion time and accuracy, many studies may require high advertising costs to ensure enough participation and/or to obtain quality results. The third column of Table 1 represents the total and the average costs including both worker and platform costs. The average cost per worker for generic and community-situated crowdsourcing were $3.125 and $3.18 respectively. The additional average worker cost for community-situated MTurk is due to the HIT used for filtering workers. The average worker cost for ITR participants was $13.33 considering the platform cost, which is very expensive compared to the other two populations. Including platform cost in fact reorders the worker cost by type required for this study. However, for tasks related to other contexts/domains, or even in the context of AA, the platform cost can be reduced by recruiting workers from other platforms with large user bases. We discuss it in more detail in Section 5.3.

4.2 Time to Recruit Workers
MTurk and ITR both have over 500,000 members, although not all of them are active [66]. Paid online platforms like MTurk have been shown to be an effective way of quickly recruiting workers (both experts and novices) [9]. We found evidence for this in our study, as it took the least time to recruit generic workers from MTurk.

For generic crowdsourcing, the researchers aimed to recruit participants until they achieved validation results for a predetermined number of meeting pages and meetings [73]. They published HITs in batches and received the desired number of responses in about a week ($n = 1060$). For community-situated MTurkers, it took two weeks to recruit 450 participants, starting from the time the screening survey HIT was published. For the ITR advertisement, we achieved a total of 460 complete responses which was about the same number as the targeted number of participants for this comparison. It took, however, additional time for us prior to recruitment to negotiate with the website founders about the logistics of the advertisement. Therefore, time to recruit generic crowd workers was substantially less than both types of community-situated workers. Additionally, recruitment time of unpaid volunteers from ITR was about four times slower than paid community-situated workers on MTurk.

In general for other domains, recruiting volunteers from online communities might consist of similar steps and might take substantially more time than recruiting paid community-situated workers. On the contrary, other platforms with more volunteers (e.g., Facebook groups) may be leveraged to reduce this time. Therefore, the recruiting organizations have to consider the trade-off between time and number of participants for different platforms based on the emergency and frequency of the crowdsourcing task in question (further explored in the discussion section).

Table 3: Top three rows represent the means and standard deviations of task completion time (in seconds) of generic and community-situated crowd workers for three different tasks. Bottom three row show the statistical comparisons of average task completion time between: 1) Generic crowdsourcing and community-situated crowdsourcing from MTurk, 2) Generic crowdsourcing and community-situated crowdsourcing from MTurk, and 3) Community-situated crowdsourcing from MTurk and ITR. $p$-values are reported using Wilcoxon Rank-Sum Tests and adjustment with Holm-Bonferroni method. ($^* p < 0.05$, $^{**} p < 0.01$, $^{***} p < 0.001$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Page validation</th>
<th>Meeting validation</th>
<th>Meeting identification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generic: MTtuk</td>
<td>237.61</td>
<td>162.11</td>
<td>318.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community: MTurk</td>
<td>315.12</td>
<td>181.70</td>
<td>555.73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 4.3 Task Completion Accuracy of Workers

In TheRooms volunteers completed the tasks with highest accuracy regardless of the type of the task, followed by community-situated MTurkers and generic MTurkers, respectively (refer to the boxplots in Fig. 2). Kruskal-Wallis tests showed significant difference in mean accuracy except for the task of meeting identification (Table 2). For page validation and meeting validation, the differences between generic crowd workers and the community-situated crowd workers were statistically significant at the 95% confidence level. Additionally, mean accuracy of the community-situated workers from ITR was significantly higher for page validation than community-situated workers from MTurk. For meeting validation, accuracy of both types of community-situated workers were significantly higher than generic crowd workers. We discuss these accuracies and their interpretations in more details in the following subsections.

#### 4.3.1 Page Validation.

The mean accuracy of community-situated crowdsourcing from ITR (M=72.1%, SD=19.18%) was significantly higher than both the mean accuracy of community-situated crowdsourcing from MTurk (M=60.52%, SD=18.95%) and generic crowdsourcing from MTurk (M=56.40%, SD=16.24%) (Fig. 2a). This difference in accuracy in the context of creating an AA meeting list means that recruiting participants from online communities for recovering alcoholics can increase the accuracy of meeting page validation by 16% compared to a generic platform like MTurk, resulting in the correct label for about one in six additional meeting pages in the data set.
4.3.2 Meeting Validation.
Similar to the task of page validation, the highest mean accuracy (M=76.94%, SD=17.33%) was achieved by the community-situated workers from ITR, followed by community-situated MTurkers (M=73.54%, SD=15.45%) and generic MTurkers (M=71.54%, SD=20.51%). This accuracy was significantly higher than generic crowdsourcing from MTurk (p < .0001) (Fig. 2b). In addition, community-situated MTurkers’ accuracy was significantly higher (p=.002) than the accuracy of generic MTurkers. In the context of creating an AA meeting list, this finding implies that the ITR members can provide accurate day, time, and address information for about 5% more meetings than the generic crowd workers. AA hosts more than 50,000 meetings throughout the United States and community-situated volunteers can substantially improve the reliability of the meeting list by validating these meetings accurately.

4.3.3 Meeting Identification.
Community situated ITR workers achieved the highest mean accuracy for the meeting identification task (M=81.80%, SD=21.24%), followed by community-situated MTurk workers (M=81.36%, SD=25.39%) and generic MTurk workers (M=79.76%, SD=23.36%) respectively (Fig. 2c). There was no significant difference in accuracy between any of the three pairs. We assume that, since meeting identification involved only segmenting a part of a webpage if there was a meeting that was not highlighted (i.e., drawing a rectangle around an unhighlighted meeting record), it is comparable to the task of segmenting images for object detection and is a common type of HIT on crowdsourcing platforms. In fact, generic crowd workers completed this task with comparable accuracy in less time on average.

Figure 3: Different types of errors in the page validation and the meeting validation tasks; the first three groups from the left show, in order, the average accuracy of editing the day, time, and address information correctly in the meeting validation task. The rightmost group shows the the average percentage (and the differences between groups) of selecting the “not sure” option in the page validation task.

4.4 Evidence for Reasons of Difference in Accuracy
We were interested in further investigation of the possible reasons for the significant difference in accuracy between community-situated crowdsourcing and generic crowdsourcing. Through post-hoc analyses and a closer look into the data, we found out that this difference in accuracy could be contributed by one or more of the following factors:

4.4.1 Task Completion Time of Workers.
The average time taken to complete the tasks by generic MTurkers (page validation: $M = 237.61s$, $SD = 162.11s$, meeting validation: $M = 318.37s$, $SD = 255.50s$, meeting identification: $M = 268.50s$, $SD = 212.78s$) was less than both the community-situated MTurkers (page validation: $M = 315.12s$, $SD = 181.70s$, meeting validation: $M =$
555.73s, $SD = 332.46s$, meeting identification: $M = 309.49s, SD = 313.62s$), and the ITR workers (page validation: $M = 343.23s, SD = 265.59s$, meeting validation: $M = 555.73s, SD = 332.46s$, meeting identification: $M = 329.26s, SD = 316.08s$). Generic crowd workers completed the tasks of page validation and meeting validation significantly faster than both the paid ($p < .001$) and unpaid ($p < .001$) community-situated crowds. For meeting identification, this difference was not significant. There was no significant difference in completion time of any of the three tasks between paid and unpaid community-situated worker samples (see Time columns in Table 3).

In terms of average completion time by type of task, page validation took the least amount of time for all types of workers and meeting validation took the most. This is expected, since for validating a meeting workers often have to scroll through the webpage shown to them to confirm that the time and location of the highlighted meeting is accurate, and edit the information if necessary. On the other hand, for validating a meeting page they mostly need to skim through the page shown to them for a list of meetings and determine if those are open AA meetings. Unlike editing and typing text for the meeting validation task, for page validation they had to answer one multiple choice question (or a maximum of 2-3 if they selected “not sure”).

These results indicate that workers being paid for task completion were probably performing the tasks very quickly and paying minimal attention to each one, causing the lowest accuracy for generic MTurkers. This finding also resonates with results from many previous studies on paid crowdsourcing [9, 57]. For the community-situated crowd samples, volunteers from ITR usually took slightly more time on average than the paid MTurkers. This could probably be attributed to the different motivations of the community-situated crowd from these platforms: For ITR members the only reason of participation was their personal motivations to be of service to the community, whereas MTurk members were both members of 12-step fellowships (supposedly) who wanted to help other community members, and also belonged to online crowd workers seeking to maximize their earnings through completing HITs quickly.

### 4.4.2 Knowing When “Not Sure”.

We calculated the reported accuracy of page validation considering only those workers who were certain in labeling most of the webpages shown to them. To be more specific, if a worker selected “not sure” for more than three pages, we did not include his/her response to calculate the accuracy for this particular task. We assumed that the accuracy difference may occur partly because of the willingness of different types of workers in choosing the “not sure” option when they were actually not sure. To find out if this assumption was true, we calculated the average number of pages where workers selected the “not sure” option, and this was highest for the ITR members ($M=9.48\%M=9.48\%$) and lowest for the generic MTurkers ($M=2.1\%M=2.1\%$) (Fig. 3). This measure was calculated by counting the number of pages where the “not sure” option was selected by a particular type of worker and dividing that number by the total number of pages shown to all workers of that type. Since ITR workers achieved the highest average accuracy for page detection, we assume that the community members are more confident of what they do not know and they did not want to provide incorrect answers (more in Section 5.3). A Chi-Square test showed that this number was significantly higher for ITR than generic MTurkers ($p = .002$).

When workers were not sure, they could answer 2-3 additional questions to guide us in determining the probable label of the webpage. Through an analysis of the answers to those additional questions we identified that ITR workers were more willing and accurate in answering those. In other words, to calculate average accuracy, if we consider the pages where we can obtain a label through workers’ answers to additional questions, we get a $1\%$ increase in the accuracy for ITR workers, whereas the accuracy of generic and community-situated MTurkers does not change at all.
4.4.3 Better Context Interpretations.
We suspected that the community members could perform better in differentiating meeting pages from other pages due to their background knowledge of the AA program's structures and norms. For example, the findings from the previous work with generic crowdsourcing suggested for page validation that many generic workers labeled webpages with events or office hours (that have times and locations) inaccurately as meeting pages [73]. We assumed that the community-situated workers would label pages more accurately in these cases. However, we did not have explicit ground truth data for a set of pages that listed events or office hours, and therefore, we cannot claim that ITR workers were significantly more accurate in differentiating meeting and event pages than other types for workers. Here, we provide the findings from manual observations:

- Some webpages consisting of events (and not meetings) were correctly classified as non-meeting pages by community-situated workers only, possibly contributing to a higher accuracy of the ITR workers.
- Community-situated workers performed better than generic crowd workers in differentiating single event information (e.g., day, time, address of picnics or service meetings, or office hours) from meeting information.
- Fig. 3 shows the average percentage of day, time, and address information edited by the workers. The higher accuracy of the community workers than the generic workers in editing the day information might occur due to workers being more familiar with the structure of the webpages and taking more time to skim through the pages. This is because from our observations, we had seen many meeting websites that listed the meetings per day of the week. For these types of pages, workers had to scroll through the top of the page to edit the day information.

5 DISCUSSION
The implications of these results point to next steps in our research on providing a reliable information source for meetings for people in recovery. In addition, we discuss practical implications for technology design given the impacts of worker type on the outcome of data validation, as well as research opportunities for the CHI community.

5.1 Implications for the Context of Recovery
Our investigations point to the importance of considering the trade-offs of time, cost, and accuracy while adapting crowdsourcing for AA meeting data validation. The list of AA meetings in an area largely depends on local AA groups continually updating changes to meetings, which makes the current meeting finders outdated for different regions. Crowdsourcing, when combined with automated information retrieval techniques, can help periodically extract and validate meeting information from different websites and provide a reliable up-to-date source of information. We used the context of recovery as an example to broadly answer our research questions regarding community-situated crowdsourcing applicable to other domains as well. Consequently, our results had many interesting implications for the next step in utilizing crowdsourcing effectively in this specific domain.

InTheRooms volunteers achieved the highest accuracy for most of the tasks (including the comparatively longer task of meeting validation) among the three different worker samples. This finding implies that we can rely on volunteers for data validation for this particular problem. This resonates with the findings of many other studies showing that community-based crowdsourcing results in more accurate and reliable outcomes [32, 82, 85]. Keeping the meeting lists up-to-date would require help from workers in periodic intervals and community-situated crowdsourcing can ensure a stream of continuous workers, potentially reducing the worker cost to zero or close to that. Although the platform cost does not impact worker performance directly, this is part of the total
cost required for the study. Cost for recruiting community-situated workers can be significantly reduced both by using other online platforms and apps, and by developing our own system to recruit community members. For example, with the meeting data initially extracted and validated, we can build an up-to-date meeting finder application targeted for AA members. We can potentially ask the app users to volunteer in helping us improve the meeting list through validating meeting information. However, relying on a system or app in its initial phase with a small number of users may be questionable to recruit volunteers, since depending on the volume of data requiring validation, recruiting the desired number of participants can take a substantial amount of time. For example, we recruited from an online community with more than 500,000 members, but the recruitment time was about two months for 450 participants. As a counter-argument, our study limited the participants to perform the tasks only once in order to remove the bias of learning by repetition, whereas in a real-time system, each worker would be able to perform the tasks as many times as possible, minimizing the trade-off in recruitment time, and improving worker expertise at the same time.

In summary, volunteers from recovery communities can be relied upon for validating AA meeting webpages and meetings, and the cost of recruitment can be substantially reduced by careful consideration in adapting different approaches to attract more volunteers.

5.2 Implications for Design of Crowdsourcing ICT Systems
Our findings suggest that many design decisions of crowdsourcing ICT systems, such as the task interfaces, the choice of platform, etc. should consider the trade-offs in cost and accuracy. We found statistically significant difference in the mean percentage of accuracy between the generic and the community-situated crowd workers. However, “statistically significant” differences in time, accuracy, or cost between different types of crowdsourcing may not be practically significant for many other domains. Careful considerations have to be made regarding these trade-offs to select the type of workers and the platform depending on the monetary budget, urgency of retrieving crowdsourced answers, and the accepted threshold of errors in those.

For example, the choice of a platform to solicit the community-situated workers from largely depends on the budget for the platform cost, existing collaboration with the platform’s owners, and the sensitivity of the context. In the case of recovery, members are particularly vulnerable and anonymity is of utmost importance to them [74]. We made sure to design the tasks in a way such that no identifiable personal information has to be revealed by the participants. If the information being validated requires crowdsourcing from people with a stigmatized health condition, members of online communities where real identity is associated (e.g., Facebook health support groups) may not show enough interest in participation. Additionally, if the data requires validation in frequent intervals like the context of this study, requesters have to choose a platform from where they can recruit the expected number of workers within the time constraints. While designing tasks in this type of recruitment, one or more existing techniques of minimizing errors while getting rapid answers [48, 51, 65] should be adopted.

About 4% of our participants from ITR completed the tasks partially (e.g., completed one or two tasks). The order of the tasks was randomized but a close look at our data revealed that many of them left in the middle when the task of meeting validation was shown to them as the last task. We found out that validating meetings took the longest time on an average among the three tasks for both types of crowdsourcing. Making the overall task more granular (i.e., one task per worker instead of three) would probably yield more workers completing the assigned task and increase engagement, as suggested by previous work [19, 52]. However, in the case of ITR workers, who were redirected to the task interfaces from clicking on the advertisement, dividing the tasks would require three times the number of interested participants (about 450 participants per task). These trade-offs are important to consider.
5.3 Implications for Research
Findings from our study provide practical implications for further research regarding the trade-offs and benefits of generic vs. paid community-situated vs. unpaid community-situated crowdsourcing in different contexts.

5.3.1 Trade-offs in community-situated crowdsourcing.
Generic MTurkers in this study achieved about the same accuracy for meeting identification, but were significantly quicker in completing the task. Piloting the tasks with different types of workers prior to running the actual experiments may provide a guideline for determining which tasks are more suitable for a particular type of crowdsourcing vs. the others. Similarly, the choice of recruiting community-situated workers from online marketplaces like MTurk rather than online communities can be influenced by the actual proportion of the community members in the general population. For instance, about 1% Americans are members of AA [61], and MTurk typically represents similar proportions of particular community members as the general US population. In many other domains, however, the required community members may represent a larger proportion of the general US population (e.g., students). Researchers conducting experiments related to those communities may seek community-situated crowd workers from MTurk or other online marketplaces, where they can recruit a large number of people very quickly, instead of selecting online groups with a comparatively smaller number of people.

Using the wisdom and motivations from community-situated crowds in this context produced high quality results. This provides implications to develop approaches for collaborative crowdsourcing. In the context of paid microtasks, collective crowdsourcing with the paired-worker model has led to better accuracy and increased output, which, in turn, has translated into lower costs [23, 53]. Moreover, different types of workers exhibit different potentials [14, 36]. Researchers can build on the findings of these previous works and our study to create coordination, where community-situated workers help set directions and guide the non-expert generic workers.

The number of ITR members selecting the “not sure” option for the page validation task was significantly higher than the other two populations. This finding echoes the well known Dunning–Kruger effect, which is defined in psychology as a cognitive bias in which low-ability individuals suffer from illusory superiority, mistakenly assessing their ability as much higher than it really is [20]. In other words, experts tend to know what they do not know. In the context of crowdsourcing, this may affect answer quality tremendously if the task comprises many difficult or confusing questions. Therefore, further research needs to be done to find out ways to minimize this effect. Overall, our findings and collective observations highlight multiple opportunities and directions to pursue deeper understanding of effective applications of community-situated crowdsourcing in different domains, while not compromising the quality of the crowdsourced results.

5.3.2 Consideration of platform cost.
Researchers can optimize the platform cost by carefully choosing a platform that has no or little impact on other performance measures (e.g., time of recruitment, answer quality). Take Facebook advertising as an example. The average cost per click for Facebook ads is $1.72 [39], and thus using Facebook ads instead of ITR would possibly reduce the platform cost for this study. However, it might have impacted the response rate, as AA members are particularly concerned about their anonymity [74], and there may not be a large number of targeted 12-step members on Facebook who would participate. This may not be an issue for studies requiring other types of community-situated workers, and those may benefit from recruiting workers through platforms with lower advertising costs. Future research should aim to understand the relationship between platform cost and worker performance, and provide a comprehensive guideline on selecting the right platform for a study.
5.3.3 Impact of motivation and incentives.
Research focused on online community-based crowdsourcing should address particular motivations and expertise of the community members to figure out the feasibility and effectiveness of recruiting such workers. HCI researchers have pointed out that community-based intrinsic motivations such as altruism, collectivism, and reciprocity play an important role in worker participation and engagement [3, 5, 26, 47, 49, 50]. Similarly, worker expertise and knowledge about the problem domain have proven to be directly related with the quality of crowdsourced data [17, 79, 86]. In many other contexts like recovery, the expertise can come from particular community members who are willing to volunteer for social reasons, such as to achieve recognition in the community or to provide service. Researchers should investigate generic and community-situated crowdsourcing in those domains to understand the benefits and the trade-offs in time, quality, and cost. For example, members of an online community of cancer caregivers may provide better answers to a care-giving related question than a non-caregiver.

While community members are often considered as experts for the target task, recruiting such participants from paid online platforms has the drawback of workers falsely reporting their membership. Although screening questions can reduce the effect, there is always a possibility that some workers have made their way to bypass the screening techniques. Further research can focus on analyzing the impact of different screening techniques on the worker performance while recruiting from paid platforms.

ITR members in our study did not receive any monetary incentives. We assume a major motivation behind their participation was to provide service to the community by helping us create a useful resource for the newcomers in the community. We provided an option for the workers to leave us comments on the task descriptions and the design, and some of the comments from the ITR participants actually revealed this “sense of providing service” to the community by helping others (e.g., “thank you for allowing me to help out.I believe it's our purpose to help the newcomer if anyone needs help.”). This intrinsic motivation probably also encouraged them to take sufficient time to select accurate answers for as many questions as they could. One might expect the community-situated MTurkers to perform better than ITR members, as they should have the same intrinsic motivation along with monetary remuneration for task completion. However, they might not have paid enough attention in order to complete more tasks in less time, resulting in lower accuracy of task completion than the ITR participants. Prior research has established the impact of incentives and motivations on not only who participates in a particular task [35], but also on their attention, dropouts, and performance [37, 43]. Based on prior work and our findings that different types of motivations and incentives may affect workers’ attention and question-answering behavior differently, we recommend future research to use motivation and incentives to analyze reliability of the answers. As an example, whenever possible, researchers can compute worker motivation using established scales [67] and figure out if workers with particular motivation types provide quality answers and further target workers with similar motivations.

5.4 Broader Impact and Takeaways
Our study results have practical implications regarding performance trade-offs for different types of crowdsourcing that may be helpful for other HCI and CSCW researchers. As a concrete example, our findings can inform crowdsourcing research in other health contexts. Previous research has discussed the effectiveness of friendsourcing to generate behavior change plans, but also pointed out concerns about sharing personal information with friends, or offending friends by not following their advice [4]. Community-situated crowdsourcing can be applied to offer advice from other unknown individuals who may be similar on some experiential dimensions. Our paper provides guidance on whether a “filtered generic crowd” or “recruiting from a particular community” crowdsourcing approach would be more appropriate by demonstrating time, cost, and accuracy trade-offs between these two reasonable approaches to seeking out such individuals.
6 LIMITATIONS

We assumed that the community members from InTheRooms are in fact members of 12-step fellowships and did not provide the screening questions for them. Although seemingly there is no particular reason for a non-member to join this online community and take part in the study (as discussed in Section 3.2.3), using the same screening criterion for both platforms would make the study conditions fairer. Similarly, even though the three questions we used for screening were not too easy to bypass and we adopted additional filtering criteria to approve answers, we cannot certainly claim that all of the community-situated MTurkers were in fact 12-step fellowship members. In addition, the motivation and the incentive (i.e., pay for the MTurk community-situated workers, altruism and sense of belonging to the community for ITR workers, etc.) may have impacted the outcome of the study, and therefore, follow-up experiments should be conducted to rule out the impact of incentive and motivation. In particular, comparisons of task completion time, accuracy, and cost should be carried out with sample workers recruited from ITR with a monetary incentive and generic workers recruited for free.

7 CONCLUSION

In the context of crowdsourcing data validation for Alcoholics Anonymous meetings, we provided an empirical comparison of accuracy, cost, and time trade-offs in generic crowdsourcing from MTurk, community-situated crowdsourcing from MTurk, and community-situated crowdsourcing from an online recovery community, InTheRooms. Our results show that community-situated workers from the online recovery community achieved significantly higher accuracy in the validation tasks than the other two types of crowd workers. We further investigated the possible reasons for this difference in accuracy and found that task completion time, knowing when to be “not sure”, and better context interpretations may have influenced the accuracy of different types of crowd workers. From our findings, we provide practical implications for crowdsourcing in the recovery context, as well as for research and design in other domains. We discuss the factors that should be considered while selecting community-situated workers from a particular platform vs. other platforms, including platform cost, urgency and frequency of crowdsourcing, and type of the crowdsourced tasks.
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